
*Rubber Gloves, Sterile masks, protective helmets, face shields,  goggles, tongs and biohazard suits NOT included!

*

Gears (I wish I were) Building Sets
Hours of fun are in store as kids can 
look at the assembled gears again 
and again after they have been 
assembled by an adult, of course!

Early Readers Book Sets
Learning to read is fun and easy, as 

long as kids are able to get a peek at 
the page between their face mask 

and protective helmet. 
Printed after 1985.

Explore the World (but not TOO closely) Globe
Explore locations of different far off lands around the world. At least the 
one hemisphere you can see without turning the globe! Decorative buttons 
on base add to the adventure as kids can look at all four different colors of 
buttons, while being careful not to  actually touch them. Kids will enjoy 
viewing this spectacular globe from afar over and over!

Little Learners’ Safari Animals
If only you could press the “on” 
button! Word is that these adorable 
little creatures actually talk and make 
animal sound effects when activated 
by touch. Your child will never know, 
but imagine the fun of sitting cross-
legged on the floor and  looking at 
these little guys for hours on end!

Jumbo (Keep Away From the) Animals
Answer  the call of the wild! 
These authentically detailed sets introduce kids to a 
variety of species and, just like in real life, they can’t 
touch them! Children do get to wear protective gear 
and rubber gloves when “playing” with these hand-
painted jumbo animals, just like real zookeepers do!
Animal Adventure Tongs sold separately.

Geometric Shapes Super Set
Learning geometric shapes will come 
alive as your teacher carefully plucks 
each folding shape out of its plastic 
“shell” with tongs and attempts to 
unfold them without using their 
hands. Kids CAN fold the shapes back 
themselves while wearing 0.5 mm 
approved latex gloves!*  Great Fun!

* Pursuant to Section 108(e)(1)(b) of the CPSIA,
    this product is NOT a toy. Of course!
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For additional
information about

other exciting Future World
products, please contact

your Congressman
or Senator.


